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Your Laundry Partner

UniMac’s revolutionary new UniLinc™ control is your management
partner helping you reduce costs and improve profitability. Through
advanced connectivity and unparalleled control, managers gain easy
access to laundry operations data. This information links you to the
laundry and opens the door to better management, productivity
and efficiency.
Consider the laundry dollar. Understanding where your expenses
come from can better equip you to control them. To operate at peak
profitability, you should consider five key components:

1. Labor is the largest expense and needs to be

UniLinc controlled machines can be loaded at the end of the day
and programmed to start an hour before labor is scheduled the
following day. A time remaining display adds to employee productivity.
In facilities that require laundry workers to perform duties outside
the laundry room, the control can be configured to send a signal to
a remote location, such as a front desk. This allows the attendant
to focus on the job at task without wasting time.

Easy-to-Use
Ease of use and repeatability are key considerations for selecting
the washer that will aid your profitability. With UniLinc, all operator
functions are accessed with just seven soft-touch keypads.

Quality Control Partner
UniLinc is your partner
in the laundry room
monitoring if standard
operating procedures
are being followed.
Management can
identify if shortcuts
impacting quality are
being used such as
cycles aborted prematurely. To improve quality results, cycles can be easily programmed.
Rapid advance and manual programming functions can be disabled
by management to ensure full control.

English

Multiple languages can be
customized for your operation
so your laundry staff always
will feel comfortable using
UniLinc. If your laundry uses
less than the available 41 cycles,
only those utilized will be
displayed. UniLinc’s user-friendly
story continues as icons and
words on the graphic display
assist the user. A review of the
display enables operators to
identify the cycle name, action
within it and the time remaining
in the cycle. With features such
as a one-touch start, training
your staff has never been easier.

Spanish

allocated wisely.

2. Linen quality is important for maintaining guest
satisfaction.

3. Maintenance and advanced troubleshooting of
laundry equipment reduces down time.

4. Ease of use, including training and repeatability,
means less management time is required.

5. Utilities can be reduced with high efficiency
laundry equipment.
UniLinc was designed with these elements in mind; pulling together
everything that impacts your laundry’s bottom line through the cleanest
design on the market.

The Labor Saver
Labor is 50% of the cost
of operating a laundry,
and using it efficiently
is difficult without a fulltime supervisor. With
UniLinc’s real time clock,
a manager can read a
daily report identifying
when cycles started and
ended, including the
amount of idle time between cycles. Often this information can determine optimum utilization of labor. Combining these features with
UniMac’s four fast-fill water valves and Rapid Jetspray Rinse to shorten
cycle times, along with super high 300 G-Force extraction to reduce
drying time, UniLinc can help your laundry operate at peak profitability.
Employing a delayed start can save several hours of labor each week.

Maintenance Monitor
Maintenance of equipment keeps your laundry
operating more effectively — extending
equipment life. UniLinc
automatically or on
demand displays daily,
weekly and monthly
maintenance schedules.
Scheduled maintenance
tasks for the week are displayed automatically each Monday upon
start-up. A quick review of management reports can identify problems
before operators are aware of them. For example, an engineer can
identify the current water temperature or the actual cylinder speed
with a simple touch of a keypad.
When service is required,
troubleshooting is streamlined through the special
diagnostic screen identifying
specific functions. A banner
visible during start-up of the
washer displays your service
company’s contact information.
While performing the scheduled preventative maintenance, the facility
engineer easily can review any of the 16 alarm codes, including the
date, time and cycle number.

Utility Miser
Utilities are a controllable expense within the laundry. UniLinc has
30 programmable water levels providing precise cleaning, while
conserving water. When combined with UniMac features such as
an extra-high, 300 G-Force extraction, it further reduces utility costs.
Rapid Jetspray Rinse, a UniMac exclusive, also trims water consumption
compared to costly and time-consuming bath rinses.

Your Link to Improved Profitability
With UniLinc as your expert
management partner, costs can
be reduced and profits improved.
UniLinc Management Reports
provide records of time-stamped
occurrences of more than 100
activities. This information can be
downloaded to exclusive UniLinc
software designed for your
Windows-based PC. Programming
of wash formulas also can be
completed on a PC or PDA with
UniLinc software.
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